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ABSTRACT. Velocities have been derived from motion-picture film of two different avalanches falling in 
known terrain. These data are used to calculate avalanche behavior according to the method of Voellmy 
and the method of Lang and others. Results suggest that Voellmy's coefficient of turbulent Aow may be 
related to snow density and tempet"ature as much as it is to terrain roughness. For avalanche Aow modelled 
as a transient, viscous process, specification of friction coeffic ient and kineti c viscosity over a limited range of 
values successfully predicts a wide range of avalanche behavior. 

R EsuME. Vne comparaison entre les vilesses observees et calclllies pOllr les avalanches. A partir d'un film de photo 
de leur mouvement, on a cstime les vitesses de deux avalanches differentes tombant sur un terrain connu. 
On utilise ces donnees pour calcul er le comportement de I'avalanche selon la methode de Voellmy et la 
methode de Lang et alt. Les resultats montrent que le coefficient d'ecoulement turbulent de Voellmy peut 
etre relie it la temperature et it la densite de la neige autant qu 'it la rugosite du terrain. Pour un ecoulement 
d'avalanche modeJise comme non-permanent, la specification de processus visqueux par un coefficient de 
friction et une viscosite cinetique dans une gamme limitee de valeurs peut rendre com pte avec succes d'une 
grande variete de comportements d'avalanches. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Ein Vergleich zwischen beobachteten llnd berechneten L awinengeschwindigkeitClZ. Aus Film
aufnahmen zweier verschiedener Lawinenabgange in bckanntem Gelande wurden Geschwindigkeiten 
hergeleitet. Diese Daten werden zur Berechnung des Lawinenverhaltens nach del' Methode von Voellmy 
sowie nach der von Lang u.a. benutzt. Die Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass Voellmy's Koeffizient des 
turbulenten Flusses ebenso stark von del' ScllI1eedichte und -temperatur wie von del' Gelanderauhigkeit 
abhangen kann. Betrachtet man den La.vinenAuss als einen voriibergehenden, viskosen Vorgang, so Hisst 
sich mi t del' Festlegllng des Reibllngs-Koeffizienten und der kinetischen ViskosiUit auf einen begrenzten 
Wertvorrat ein grosser Bereich des Lawinenverhaltens erfolgreich vorhersagen. 

INTRODUCTION 

We have recovered avalanche velocities and flow characteristics from motion-picture 
films taken of two avalanches falling in different terrain, each with known vertical and 
transverse profiles. One of these is the Brooklyn B avalanche, d esigna ted No. 0 I 6 by Miller 
and others (1976, p. 55), in the San Juan Mountains of south-west Colorado. The other is 
the Slushman avalanche in the Bridger Range of southern l'vlontana. Accurate vertical . 
profiles of the two avalanche paths are shown in Figure 1 from which slope measurements 
may be estimated. The Slushman profile continues at approximately 16° slope for an extended 
distance beyond the last station noted in Figure I . The Brooklyn B avalanche fell as a soft 
slab in mid-winter from a release zone altitude of 3 300 m, involving cold, low-density snow. 
The Slushman avalanche fell as a hard slab in late winter from a release-zone altitude of 
2 660 m, involving warmer, denser snow which reached a wet condition in the run-out zone. 
The crown fracture height varied between 1.0 m and [.5 m over a width of a pproximately 
70 m . The Sta uchwall was approximately 50 m.down the slope. The avalanche was triggered 
by cornice fall , which added, by our estimate, 20 to 30% to the released mass. Residual 
cornice hazard precluded measurements in the starting zone after the avalanche. The 
Brooklyn B avalanche fell on a nearly open slope covered with scattered alpine firs, seven of 
which served as measured reference points for es tim ating intermediate leading-edge positions 
of the fl owing snow recorded on the motion-picture film. The release slab of the Brooklyn B 
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Fig. 1. Center-line profile of Brooklyn Band Slushman avalanche paths. The starting ZOIie starts at the top cell of each profile. 

had a thickness between 0.5 and 1.0 m, and an estimated square surface area of 30 m dimen
sion. The Slush man avalanche released on an open slope, flowed 400 m through a constricted 
region where six trees and rock outcrops were used as reference points, then flowed into an 
open run-out zone where ten pre-planted flags served as references. Computed mean leading
edge velocities over path segments between reference points are shown by the I's in Figure 2. 

The height of each I represents the limits obtained from several readings of the film by 
different interpreters. The Brooklyn B avalanche stopped at the road indicated in Figure I, 

while the Slushman avalanche crept at low speed for a considerable (not measured) distance 
beyond station 1000 noted in Figure I. Parallax problems were encountered in reduction of 
both data sets, leading to an error which is difficult to estimate. 

CALCULATION BY THE METHOD OF V OELLMY 

Voellmy (1955) introduced a widely used method of calculating avalanche behavior 
based on the assumption that flowing avalanche snow essentially was similar to water flow 
in open channels. His basic equation for flow velocity takes the following form: 

V = [~"h' (sin .p-p.. cos t/J)P, 
where V is the avalanche velocity, h' the flow height, t/J the slope angle, p.. the coefficient of 
sliding friction, and g the coefficient of turbulent friction. 

Various authors have proposed different values of g typical of different snow and slope 
conditions; the most widely used are those proposed by Schaerer ([1975J) on the basis of many 
avalanche motion observations. Schaerer also was able to show that p.. could take the value 
5/Vover the range 10 < V < 50 m S-I, a convention adopted except for the Slushman outrun, 
where low velocities give unreasonably large values for p.., arbitrarily taken as 0.3 for this 
location. Avalanche flow height h' is available for the present cases by direct inspection of the 
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Fig. 2. Ivleasllred and cOlll/JUted avalanche velocity Jlrojiles. 

filmed flow height in comparison to the size of known referen ces, except for the Slushman 
release zone, where Voellmy's convention is followed of taking h' = It, the measured thickness 
of the released slab. In each case h' was taken as the height of the visible avalanche front, 
clearly mixed motion dominated by flowing snow for Brooklyn B (Fig. 3) and the same for the 
upper Slushman. 

The Voellmy calculations were made for avalanche-path sections designated A through 
C and A through D for the Slushman and Brooklyn B avala nches, respectively (Fig. I). 
Distances and slope angles were obtained by direct measurement in the fie ld . All the Brooklyn 
B sections were treated as open slopes, as were the upper and lower Slushman sections. The 
middle Slushman section (B) was treated as confined flow wi th the hydraulic radius ' R 
substituted for h' in Voellmy's eq uation. The profitable exercise here is not to calculate 
avalanche velocities, which require assumption s about g, but rather to take the known 
velocities and solve for g. The results are summarized in Table I a nd discussed below in the 
Conclusions section. 

Formally, the Voellmy method is severely limited because it is invalid for movements 
with local accelerations, applies to internal snow flow and not the avalanche front, does not 
describe motion of the airborne dust cloud, and requires that the equation of continuity be 
satisfied. Avalanche observations in the real world, including ours, seldom meet these 
criteria. The role of local accelerations in determining friction coefficients lies beyond the 
scope of this paper. We equate here the avalanche-front velocity with flow velocity, following 
the widely used practical convention in such papers as those of Voellmy and Schaerer cited 
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Fig. 3. Brooklyn B avalanche approaching road. 

TABLE 1. DATA FROM AVALANCHES AND VALUE OF { CALCUL ATED FROM T HEM 

BROOKLYN B (San Juan Mountains, Colorado) 

Path section V h' .p I' { 
ms- l m deg m S- 2 

A 21.4 1.0 35 0.23 1200 
B 22·3 1.4 30 0.22 I 160 
C 23·4 1.6 28 0.21 1200 
D 24·4 2.0 25 0.20 1260 

SLUSH MAN (Bridger Range, Montana) 
Path section V h' R .p I' { 

m S-I m m d eg m 5- 2 

A 15·5 1.2 38 0.32 550 
B 20·5 1.5 36 0.25 725 
C 6·5 1.5 21 0·3 * 360 

* Assumed. 

above. The two avala n ches we describe have only a limited dust cloud and we take h' to be 
the observed front h eig h t. In both continuity obviously is not conserved owing to lateral 
flow a nd entrainmen t, a common feature of many avalanches. The obtained values of ~ are 
useful for approximating avalanche behavior with these limits in mind. In the next section 
we utilize a calculation method with fewer constraints . 

CALCULATION USING PROGRAM AVAL NCH 
The solid lines in Figure 2 are velocity profiles obtained from a computer code, designated 

AVALNCH , recently d eveloped for predicting avalanche run-out (Lang and others, 1979) ' 
The code is a fi ni te-difference formulation of the two-dimensional Navier- Stokes equations 
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for viscous, incompressible fluid flow. The two-step code predicts velocity and pressure 
initially using the non-linear Navier- Stokes eq uations, then uses a linear approximation to 
these equations to move material iteratively through the grid as the fluid advances. Boundary 
conditions are of the ord inary fluid-dynamics type except at the bottom surface where a slip 
condition is imposed, based upon a specified friction coefficient f The other basic fluid 
parameter that must be specified is the kinematic viscosity, J). Geometric input to the code is 
the center-line profile of the avalanche path, which may be taken from topographic maps as 
shown in Figure I. For the Brooklyn B avalanche, which had a significant mixed-motion 
component and a low snow density p (estimated 200- 250 kg m-3), the relatively low values 
of v = 0.35 m 2 S-I and] = 0.35 result in a reasonable fit to the observed avalanche flow. 
The Slushman avalanche (Fig. 4) is more complex, in that snow in the starting zone was dry 

Fig. 4. Slushman avalanche in rwz-out zone. Photograph courtesy Dr R. Oakberg. 

(p = 400 kg m - 3) , whereas snow in the run-out zone had reached a melting state. Using 
equal and constant values of J) and] over the entire path results in the dotted curves of Figure 
2b. If v = 0.5 m2 S-I over the entire path for the internal dissipation and] = 0.5 over the 
initial 400 m, then] = 0.55 for the remainder of the path yields a velocity profile that fits the 
observed data (solid line in Fig. 2 b). 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Voellmy equation applied to the low-density, dry Brooklyn B avalanche yields 
remarkably consistent values for the turbulent friction coefficient g over varying slope angles 
and flow velocities, values close to the lower limit of I 200 m S-2 recommended by Schaerer 
(as cited by Leaf and Martinelli, 1977) for flow over smooth, open snow slopes. The presence 
of scattered trees and irregular terrain apparently has no serious effect on avalanche flow for 
this kind of snow. The lower values of g found for the Slushman avalanche are consistent with 
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Schaerer's recommendations for average mountain slopes and gulleys, 400- 750 m S- 2, 

implying that these values are valid in such terrain for warmer, denser snow. The rather low 
value for the open Slushman release zone suggests that the hard, dense slab snow there 
exhibited different How characteristics than did the dry, cold snow of the Brooklyn B avalanche. 
The even lower value of t found for the Slushman run-out zone characterizes a shift to a much 
slower How mode for wet snow at a location where more smooth, open terrain might be 
expected to induce a higher value of t. 

In numerical modeling of avalanche How as a transient, viscous process, by program 
AVALNCH, path geometry is separated from the dissipative mechanisms of internal viscosity 
and surface friction. Surface friction off = 0.35 and kinematic viscosity v = 0.35 m 2 S-I 

apply to modeling of the Brooklyn B dry, light-snow avalanche, and J = 0.5 to 0 .55 and 
v = 0.5 m 2 S- 1 apply to the Slushman wet-snow avalanche. Thus, the physical basis for choice 
of values of these parameters is associated with the characteristics of the snow mass within the 
avalanche, as well as the snow, or other material, constituting the stationary basal track. The 
results of program AV ALNCH show rapid acceleration of the snow mass at the start of the 
avalanche, and leveling to more uniform How velocities during the major portion of the run. 
This characteristic fits well with the observed and measured avalanche behavior of the two 
cases reported. Further refinement in v and f for different snow and terrain conditions is 
predicted upon additional field data, particularly of avalanches of higher overall speeds. 
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